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     Scope and sequence 
     Overview of specific competences for the English – Grades 1 to 5  
 

General 
competences 

 

Specific competences 
for grade 1 

Specific competences for 
grade 2 

Specific competences for 
grade 3 

Specific competences for 
grade 4 

Specific competences for 
grade 5 

Dominant Topics for Grades 1 to 5 

My family and school Town and neighborhood Me and my country Our world The Universe 

GC 1. Listening 
and 
understanding 
oral messages 
by means of 
different 
strategies in a 
variety of 
contexts 
 

A range of language 
realities 

 
1.1. Listening to and 
recognizing simple words, 
phrases, sentences as well 
as oral instructions heard 
in everyday life situations 
 

 
 
 
1.1.Understanding  familiar 
high frequency words, phrases 
and instructions when spoken 
by peers or adults 
 

 
 
 
1.1. Listening to simple 
(narrative or descriptive) 
oral messages   and 
identifying   the main 
information they convey 
 
 

 
 
 
1.1. Listening to oral texts 
(informative, narrative, 
descriptive, rhymes and 
songs) and identifying facts 
and  data, actions presented 
in a certain order, features 
of objects or phenomena as 
well as relevant linguistic 
aspects  (i.e. use of 
adjectives) 
 

 
 
 
1.1.  Listening to various  
narrative texts with randomly 
structured sequences and 
ordering correctly these 
sequences  
 

A range of operations  
 
1.2. Distinguishing sounds 
in simple  words as well as 
phrases and sentences by 
focusing attention before 
and while listening 

 
 
1.2. Distinguishing initial, 
medial and end sounds in 
simple words as well as  
understanding their meaning  
 
 
 

 
 
1.2. Paying attention while 
listening to spoken or 
recorded texts in order to 
answer simple questions 
about specific details they 
contain  

 
 
1.2. Listening to identify key 
ideas presented in short 
simple oral texts such as 
pieces of news or narratives 
 
 

 
 
1.2. Listening to recognize 
the relationships between 
words and sentences and 
understand  the meaning of 
short texts 
 

 
1.3. Following simple 
instructions given by the 
teacher in the classroom 
 

 
1.3. Listening to and 
understanding spoken or 
recorded  instructions 
formulated in simple  words, 
phrases or sentences 

 
1.3.  Listening to simple 
instructions given by the 
teacher and peers: 
understanding and reacting 
properly to the meaning of 
the main prepositions 
indicating  location  

 
1.3. Listening to differentiate 
between statements vs. 
questions or instructions 
based on intonation 

 
1.3. Listening and properly 
reacting to complex 
instructions containing 
active verbs, prepositions 
and, words indicating 
location etc.  

 
A range of attitudes  

 
1.4. Listening respectfully 
to the speaker  

 
 
1.4. Listening respectfully to 
others and observe turn taking 
when they talk 

 
 
1.4. Listening respectfully 
to others and maintain 
attention and eye contact 

 
 
1.4. Showing interest and 
respect  when listening to 
materials for different 
purposes appropriate to 

 
 
1.4. Showing interest in 
various listening materials 
from different sources and 
for different purposes 



his/her  age formulating opinions or 
reasons for a certain 
statement 

A range of connections 
 
1.5. Recognizing and 
reproducing English 
sounds and words,  using 
their musical abilities or 
their knowledge acquired in 
Arabic language  

 
 
1.5. Identifying Arabic words  
related to Islamic religion  in 
an listened text in English  

 
 
1.5. Identifying simple 
references to the Islamic 
world in clearly articulated 
listened texts in English  

 
 
1.5. Identifying and 
understanding oral 
instructions in English 
related to games and sports 
(Physical education and 
Health ) 

 
 

1.5. Identifying certain facts 
about  old and modern 
Kuwait and its role in the 
World; we and the Universe  

2. Speaking by 
using 
strategies of 
individual and 
interactive 
speech in a 
variety of 
communicative 
contexts  
 

A range of language 
realities 

 
2.1. Using simple words, 
expressions and    
sentences to express  
themselves about self, 
family, food and other 
items in small 
conversations or individual 
speech  
 

 
 
 
2.1. Participating in short and 
simple interactions, in 
everyday situations, with 
support from the partner (peer 
or adults, teacher or others), 
responding orally to questions 
and greetings  

 
 
 
2.1. Talking about grade 
level topics using simple 
language, queries and 
instructions addressed 
clearly by adults or peers  
 
 

 
 

 
2.1. Presenting and 
exchanging information, and 
ideas  about grade level 
topics through simple 
dialogues relevant to life 
outside the school  

Students are able to 

 
 
2.1. Communicating with 
others using language 
learned in grades 1 to 5 and 
different language functions 
appropriate to the situation 
 

A range of operations 
 
2.2. Responding to simple 
communicative situations 
in mini dialogues related to 
everyday topics 

 
 
2.2. Responding to simple 
communicative situations in 
mini dialogues, describing 
family members, places and 
things. 

 
 
2.2. Using simple 
conversational strategies 
(such as: questions – 
answers, formulas for 
joining a role play or a 
conversation; giving simple 
directions) in order to share 
ideas  

 
 
2.2. Participating effectively 
in simple short 
conversations and 
collaborations with peers, 
talking on hobbies, 
preferences etc. 

 
 
2.2. Communicating actively 
and responding verbally to 
others when describing 
leisure and social event, 
asking for help, feedback 
and clarification when 
needed  
 

A range of attitudes 
 
2.3. Building up positive 

personal motivation to 
speak with peers and 
adults using simple 
phrases and sentences  

 
 
2.3. Showing confidence and 
respect when speaking using 
simple sentences with the 
teacher and peers 

 
 
2.3. Speaking respectfully 
and confidently to others in 
simple situations 

 
 
2.3. Expressing their own 
ideas, needs, wishes and 
feelings in simple clear 
sentences 
 

 
 
2.3. Sharing information, 
opinions and questions 
while speaking in public 
 

A range of connections  

 
2.4.Using the knowledge 
and abilities acquired in 
other subjects when 
producing sounds of 
English or speaking 
about their family or 
school 

 
 
2.4. Using their knowledge 
and abilities acquired in other 
subjects for presenting their 
native place/ region in English 

 
 
2.4. Using their knowledge 
and abilities acquired in 
other subjects for making 
an English presentation 
about Kuwait  

 
2  
3 2.4. Using their knowledge 

and abilities acquired in 
other subjects for presenting 
in English other Arab 
countries they visited 

 
 
2.4.Using their knowledge 
and abilities acquired in 
other subjects for presenting 
in English what they know 
about our Universe  



 
 

GC 3. Reading 
and viewing a 
range of texts by 
means of 
different 
mechanisms in a 
variety of 
contexts   
 

A range of language 
realities  
 
3.1. Reading aloud grade-
level words and phrases 
and identifying some of the 
high frequency words 
associated with images or 
symbols 
 

 
 
 
3.1. Reading simple 
sentences  aloud using correct 
intonation  and identifying high 
frequency words associated 
with images or symbols 

 
 
 

3.1. Reading and 
understanding short  
paragraphs appropriate to 
the age group using correct 
intonation and 
understanding simple 
instructions / signs / simple 
directions to perform a task 
 

 
 
 
3.1. Reading and 
understanding simple 
narrative and informative 
texts (signs, emails, simple 
tables, maps, stories) 
adequate for their age 

 

 
 
3.1. Reading grade level 
narrative and short 
informative  texts for a 
variety of purposes (reading 
for information, or pleasure)  

A range of operations 
3.2. Reading and viewing 
illustrations, pictures and 
signs in order to recognize 
common and unique 
characteristics of different 
written and visual materials 

 
3.2. Reading words, phrases 
and short sentences by 
associating letters and 
sounds, rrecognizing and 
discriminating words that 
begin with similar initial 
sounds. 

 
3.2. Reading simple texts 
by showing knowledge of 
the relation letter - sound 
and basic punctuation 
signs 

 
3.2. Recognizing that 
illustrations and punctuation 
marks carry with them 
various messages; make 
simple predictions based on 
this  

 
3.2. Reading grade level 
short narrative and 
informative  texts to 
determine the main idea, the 
theme of a text and draw 
simple inferences and 
conclusions  

- - 3.2A1. Understanding 
meaning of words using 
aspects related to their 
form (structure) 

3.2A.  Using common word 
patterns and  underlying 
spelling rules in order to 
understand the meaning of 
certain words in larger 
context of the text read; 
selecting a number of words 
from the text and using them 
for further enhance active 
vocabulary (through 
synonyms and antonyms)  

3.2A.Understanding how 
grammatical features of the 
English language affect 
meaning (simple present/ 
past)  

A range of attitudes 
 
3.3. Handling books 
respectfully and 
appropriately   
 

 
 
3.3. Showing positive attitude 
towards reading and 
respecting turn taking when 
reading with peers 

 
 
3.3. Showing interest for 
reading and relating a text 
to personal experience 
 

 
 
3.3. Showing interest and 
curiosity towards reading 
various materials 

 
 
3.3. Showing interest and 
curiosity towards engaging 
imaginatively and creatively 
with reading different texts, 
expressing his/her opinion 
related  to them   
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A range of connections 
 

3.4. Reading English 
letters and frequent words, 
and Arabic digits they can 
meet in familiar contexts   
 

 
 
 
3.4. Reading familiar English 
words and associating them to 
images, based on their 
knowledge from other subjects  

 
 
 

3.4. Reading and 
understanding short texts 
in English about places in 
Kuwait (Social Studies) or 
aspects related to Islamic 
events  

 
 
3.4. Reading short texts on 
the Gulf Region  in English 
 

 
 
3.4. Reading and 
understanding short 
scientific texts in English 
describing the planets of the 
Solar System 

 
GC 4. Writing 
different types of 
texts using 
strategies 
adapted to a 
variety of 
communicative 
purposes  

A range of language 
realities    
 
4.1.Writing simple words 
and using drawings to 
indicate objects or feelings  

 
 
 
4.1. Writing words and simple 
sentences using basic 
punctuation marks 

 
 
 
4.1. Writing simple and 
correct sentences to 
express self and feelings 
using phonic spelling  

 
 
 
4.1. Writing a short text  
related to  students' 
experience using picture 
clues, guide words and 
questions correctly  

 
 
 
4.1. Writing a short text  
starting from  pictures and 
resorting to teacher’s guide 
questions correctly 

A range of operations 
 
4.2 Drawing pre-letter 
figures from left to right 
 

 
 
4.2. Writing from left to right 
using  basic punctuation 
marks correctly, resorting to 
picture clues 

 
 
4.2.Writing sentences and 
simple phrases using 
spelling strategies with a 
legible handwriting 

 
 
4.2. Writing short phrases 
and paragraphs using 
spelling strategies as well as 
basic punctuation marks  

 
 
4.2..Producing a simple 
short story by putting its 
events in  sequence, using 
correctly paragraphs and 
correct spelling strategies  

A range of attitudes 
 
4.3. Following a simple 
written pattern neatly 
based on teacher’s support   

 
 
4.3 Handling writing tools 
neatly and in an organized 
manner  

 
 
4.3. Showing interest and 
pride in presenting neat 
written work 

 
 
4.3. Showing interest in 
writing a short paragraph 
about different topics  

 
 
4.3. Showing interest in 
writing a short text about 
different topics 

A range of connections 
4.4 Drawing simple objects  
from the nature that have 
the form of Latin letters  
 

 
4.4.Completing a map with the 
name of streets, town or 
villages, using English letters 
and their knowledge of their 
native region     

 
4.4. Using pictures and 
short sentences to 
describe their country 

 
4.4. Writing words and  
sentences in English using 
simple text formats  

 
4.4. Writing words and 
sentences in English about 
good  behavior in public  

 
 


